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by anne brady 
It was cold where our noses were pressed 
against the chain link fence. We gazed 
reverently at the pool where straw now 
replaced the water. I shifted my feet, one on 
top of the other, and pressed my left shoulder 
into the fence. My corduroy jacket protected 
my flesh from the sharp metal points of the 
links. 
"Why do they put straw in it?" I 
whispered. · 
Danny didn't answer for several long 
moments. Finally, she turned to face me, a red 
diamond imprinted above her eyes where her 
forehead had supported her body against the 
fence. 
She explored the marking with her 
fingertips. 
"It keeps the cement from cracking 
during the winter." 
I nodded and turned again to face the 
deserted pool. I wanted to leave, the pool had 
lost its fascination for me, but Danny had not 
yet decided that we would depart. I continued 
to talk, hoping to irk my friend into action 
without arousing her wrath. 
"Look how deep that is," I said more 
loudly. "It must be thirty feet. It sure didn't 
look that deep with all the water in it." 
"It's only fifteen feet at its deepest point 
which is right there," she said with her finger 
going through the fence up to the knuckle, 
"lnere, at the bottom of the diving area. Where 
that grat~ is." 
The menacing brown rusted grate lay 
staring up at us only half covered with straw. 
"Boy what would happen if you got your 
toe caught in that thing and couldn't get back 
up!" -
Danny glared at me. "You'd drown 
stupid." 
It was our favorite feat of courage last 
summer to jump straight off the high board 
and touch the bottom of the pool. I always 
kept my eyes tightly shut, which is why_ I 
supposed I never noticed the grate before th 1s. 
Danny must have known it was there, she never 
closed her eyes, no matter how badly they 
were burned by the chlorine. 
"What a horrible way to die," I said. 
"Struggling for air, and nobody knowing 
you're down there. Until it's too late." 
"That would be something." It \/\(as a 
whisper, barely audible. "Anywa_y," Danny 
continued with spirit, "I'd know 1f you were 
drowning and I'd dive under and get you out." 
I laughed, and Danny turned smiling away 
from the fence. 
"Well, let's get going. I have to get some 
bread for dinner." 
I didn't know if my friend had sensed my 
boredom, or really did have an errand to run. I 
felt guilty for wanting to get rid of Danny, but 
I did want to go home. My house would be 
warm and friendly about now, with supper 
cooking and my father home from work. I twas 
our time to sit together on the couch and read 
the paper, handing each other the sections we 
had just completed, commenting on what was 
interesting. 
I wanted my stocking feet curled into the 
cracks between the cushions, and not wriggling 
uncomfortably inside my sodden tennis shoes, 
chilled with autumn dew. 
"We can come back tomorrow night. 
Maybe we'll climb the fence and walk around 
in there" said Danny as we slowly crossed the 
weedy field adjacent to the swimming pool. 
"Y ah. That might be neat. I 'II have to see, 
though, I might have a lot of homework." I 
knew I wouldn't go back there, though, not 
tomorrow or next summer. I had started high 
school, and the pool just seemed to be for small 
children. I wondered at Danny, watching her 
short dark hair bounce along next to me, 
looking more like a boy in the dusk. I 
wondered if she knew I would never come 
there again. 
I didn't see Danny after that night for 
almost a week, It didn't bother me, though. I 
knew if she wanted to see me she would call, or 
more than likely, just appear at the back door. 
She would appear unannounced in her tattered 
jeans and sweatshirt. This was our summer _ 
uniform, and when the weather grew colder a 
windbreaker or another sweatshirt was layered 
0ver that. 
It was a Wednesday evening, just after 
supper, when she came again. The day had 
been especially cool and there was a strong 
wind blowing. I had noticed the moon hanging 
low on the horizon walking from the bus, and I 
knew that bv-the time supper was over it would 
have risen a'nd become small and brilliant in 
the night sky. The night would be ideal for 
roaming, our favorite autumn sport, since the 
early dark left us little else to do . The 
moonlight would be lighting the yards clea.rly 
by then so we would have no difficulty making 
it safely over fences and through numerous 
hedges. 
Danny cou Id not remain indoor~ on such 
a night anymore than I could. I knew she 
would come, and I waited nervously. 
The leaves rustled slightly outside my 
bedroom window. The windows were shut but 
storm windows had nol. .. Vet replaced the 
screens, so outside sounds were still 
perceptible. I knew it wasn't the wind this 
time, the crunch was sharp and sudden. I stood 
in the darkened room staring tensely at the 
blackened panes of glass. I dismissed what I 
knew to be my own reflection and searched for 
another. A small white blur moved to lightly 
scratch the screen. It was a hand, above which 
was the not quite complete outline of a face. 
The shape though colorless and indistinct was 
familiar. I raised my arm at the elbow to let her 
know I was on my way out. 
She had already come around from the 
backyard and was standing silently by the steps 
to greet me. The moen was right whe~e I had 
placed it in my mind hours before, and 1tsglow 
lit the yard in a half-light that compelled us 
on. 
I whispered a greeting and we set off 
swiftly from the house. There was no talk as we 
hurried for no apparent reason down the 
street. 
After several minutes we slowed down 
enough to catch our breath. I gulped the 
freezing air painfully into my lungs, fingers 
already swollen and numb, and my nose 
beginning to run. A wintry cold had settled in, 
and my windbreaker could not protect me 
from it. 
"Where we goin'," I whispered hoarsely, 
hunching my shoulders to make slack enough 
in the sleeves of my windbreaker to draw my 
fingers up. . 
"Long's," was Danny's expected reply. 
Mrs. Long was our old seventh grade 
teacher. She lived several houses down from 
Danny with her daughter. She had a habit of 
keeping her front draperies open, exposing her 
living room to anyone willing to crawl into the 
front bushes to take a peek. 
We crossed the front lawn in four quick 
strides, and slid silently into position among 
the evergreens. Our canvas shoes padded 
without sound across the wet grass, our feet 
feeling their way across familiar ground. Our 
legs carried us like night animals into the cover. 
At the window my stomach tightened 
into a knot that cou Id not relax. I glanced at 
Danny. Her face showed none of the fear that 
was now making my knees weak . 
(continued on p. 4) 
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The living room was lit in its usual 
manner. I shifted my weight from knees to 
the balls of my feet boosting me up slightly, 
bringing the edge of the window ledge even 
with my nose. Cautiously I brought my hands 
one at a time to rest lightly on the ledge. The 
brick was rough and icy, stinging my sweating 
palms. 
"Oh God," I thought. "I hope she's not 
home." I always wished the teacher home 
before and after lurking by her windows, but 
prayed her gone as I now crouched so near to 
where she might actually appear. I wondered 
why I was there, and remembered that I had 
decided to accept the pleasure derived from 
these outings as a minor personality quirk, no 
worse than any of those possessed by other 
people. I knew Danny. Danny never felt 
childish or fearful at what she did. Lately, 
though, I had lost that rush of pride after 
completing a successful invasion into 
someone's private life, and felt more often 
only relief at it being over. Nothing we saw in 
the various kitchens, living rooms, and 
basements open for investigation ever seemed 
worth running the risk of discovery and 
humiliation. 
I heard the sound of evergreens brushing 
Danny's sweatshirt. I looked once more into 
the living room; it was empty. I glanced then to 
where Danny had been crouched moments 
before, and she was gone. The sound had not 
been her shifting .position, but of her fleeing 
the yard. I caught her silhouette crossing the 
street at the same moment that the lights from 
the car she had seen approaching swept in an 
arc across the yard and glared straight ahead 
in the driveway not more than four feet to my 
right. 
There was no way to escape. I had 
imagined being in such a situation many times, 
and how I would fearlessly keep myself from 
being captured. Now, my only thought was a 
fervent prayer that I would not cry out or be 
sick. Mrs. Long's daughter climbed out of the 
car, mounted the steps, entered th,e house, and 
was gone. In an instant I had thrown myself 
out of the bushes and landed in a quaking heap 
at Danny's feet in her backyard. 
"Why'd you leave me there?" I gasped. 
"I thought you were right behind me." 
Her eyes said that she was lying. She had 
outdone me and was relishing her victory. 
" You did it on purpose." I was yelling 
now, shamed and angry. 
"Aw forget it. You didn't get caught, you 
big fool." 
"Just wait," I said, desperately trying to 
make her afraid. "I'll get you sometime for 
th is!" 
"Sure you will." Her laugh sickened me. 
"Come on, let's go see if Ginger's home." 
I didn't want to do anymore that night, 
but the memory of our last visit to Ginger's 
basement window urged me on.Ginger was a 
junior, and was notoriously liberal with boys. 
A month ago we had come upon her all alone in 
her basement doing a modern dance to some 
fast rock music, occasionally stopping and 
talking to some imaginary person. The dancing 
amidst the wash tubs, water heater, and piles of 
laundry had broken us up so badly that we had 
to run away, clutching our bellies, with tears 
rolling down our cheeks. 
The next day I was embarrassed for her, 
but Danny went right up to her and told her 
what we had seen. Ginger wasn't at all annoyed 
and told us we were welcome to watch anytime 
we wanted. I liked her even more after that, but 
Danny decided she hated her. 
The basement window was at the end of a 
long driveway and was covered by only a few 
sparse rose bushes, now bare. From the 
sidewalk we could see that the light was on. 
Danny led the way. Cautiously we made our 
way through the piled leaves already well 
crushed by the family automobile. No matter 
how affable Ginger was, we still had her 
parents to avoid. 
At the window we took positions on 
either side. It was raised only a few inches 
above the ground so we had to bend our heads 
down and look through the upper portion of 
the pane of glass. It was a painful position that 
could only be held for a few minutes. The 
window was small so we took turns. Danny 
looked first. I watched the yard nervously and 
strained to hear any sounds from the house. I 
was surprised to see Danny straightened up 
after only a few seconds. Her face looked 
strange in the light shed from the single bulb in 
the basement ceiling. 
"She's got a boy with her." Her voice was 
strangely weak. 
A surge of fresh excitement tore through 
me. 
"Are you kidding! I gotta' see this!" 
The two of them were lying on a cot 
againstthe wall. Ginger's long blonde hair 
fanned out in all directions around her head. 
The boy was dark. He might have been Puerto 
Rican. I recognized him as the boy I had seen 
Gingerwalkingwith lately. 
They were locked tightly together in an 
embrace. The kiss was hard and seemed to go 
on eternally. I wondered at how it must have 
felt and knew I could. never do it so. The 
incredible nearness of their bodies to me, with 
a mere pane of glass separating us, stirred new 
sensations of desire, fear of that desire, and 
shame, in me all at once. 
It wasn't a television screen or a movie 
screen; it was real. It could be touched, and it 
could be felt if I was to enter that room and 
~tand by them. I could see it happening. I came 
up breathless, and the cold air slapped at the 
burning in my cheeks. I bent again, afraid that 
- ------ ----~----------- - - ~ - - - ------~ 
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the two wou Id be gone. 
The kiss had ended and they were talking. 
His body on top of hers, his mouth moving 
inches avyay from hers. Her hands clasped the 
back of ~his neck. they laughed, and their 
mouths met once again. I watched, my mind 
spinning, blood throbbing in my temples, only 
vaguely aware that Danny was watching with 
me, as his hands rubbed furiously the sides of 
her body, and more gently searched out what 
wash idden beneath his chest. 
We both knew what might happen, but it 
seemed impossible. Impossible that we should 
see it happen. I wanted to run, and I had to 
stay. I felt a wrongness in it, and I feared a 
terrible punishment. 
The slap of Danny's hand covering her 
eyes drew my attention back to her. She sat, 
her back to the house, still. 
"What is it?" I whispered frantically. 
"What's wrong?" I was frightened at the sight 
of her." 
Slowly she drew her hand down the 
length of her face, and landed it limply in her 
lap. 
I searched her face in the dim light, and I 
did not recognize it. The black eyes stared 
queerly from the white face. ~ 
"What ... ," I didn't know how to help. I 
moved my hand toward her arm to bring her 
off the ground, but she bolted before my 
fingers reached her. I didn't follow. 
With the feeling returned to my legs, I left 
without looking again through the window. I 
walked numbly home, looking, but knowing 
she would not be found. 
At the door I turned and let the cold bite 
at every nerve. The feeling was new, and it was 
good. 
My fingers feeling for the door handle, I 
was content, knowing that the frozen earth 
would grow warm again, replenish itself, and 
the harvest would be bountiful. 
1 t If f I I I It f It I If It I I I I I I 
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If you must tap the life from my veins 
to keep me 
am i really worth having at all? 
• • • • t • • • • t • • t ' t t • t • t t t • t I t t • " • t 
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by john harth 
The snow-covered ground showed 
splotches of red as the sun first peeped over the 
horizon and caught the higher elevations, with 
adjoining shadows blanketing the 
soon-to-be-white surroundings. As I dressed 
for school, I knew it would be a sunny, cold 
day, as is the standard for January, and I was 
relieved that the steady wheeze of wind at 
the small vent toward the bottom of the 
window had stopped. At least I could make it 
short distances without earmuffs and 
upturned collar. 
I finished buttoning and zippingmy levis, 
let my stomach back out, grabbed a belt, and 
sailed down the stairs, rattling the loose 
bannister supports, which in turn sent ch ills up 
Mom's spine. My heels clicked onto the 
kitchen floor. 
Mom was leaning against the stove, 
wearing a bland mask and brown eyes looking 
out the east window as I mumbled a "Good 
morning," easing toward the refrigerator for 
some ju ice. I hadn't eaten breakfast since grade 
school. Toomuch sleep-time wasted. 
As I looked out the window and missed 
the bronze reflection of the left front fender of 
Bob's Impala, I knew why she was quiet, but 
asked anyway. 
"What's wrong?" 
"Bob hasn't been home yet." 
"God, Mom, He hasn't been home lotsa 
Mondays. He doesn't have to be at work until 
four, so what difference does it make." 
She spilled her usual "I always worry 
about you, Bob and Mel" sermon as she walked 
toward the bedroom. Dad was still asleep. In a 
moment she reappeared, stuffing a kleenex into 
the long sleeve of her pink-flowered housecoat. 
"Mom, Bob's 29. He's a big boy, been a 
lotta places. · .. Oh, why go through this 
again!" 
"I know, but l'veworried even more since 
he and Sandy were divorced. And driving that 
armored car at all hours of the night doesn't 
help much either. Who knows what could 
happen?" 
I turned and concentrated on the juice 
glass in front of me. 
* * * * * * 
The bell rang as I plopped into my seat 
along the far wall from the teacher. I had been 
moved there when the original seat-holder was 
moved to my former position in front of Mr. 
Leonard for "causing innumerable disruptions 
during the course of class." 
About ha If-way th rough "The 
hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the" 
something-or-other, one of the office men 
walked in and called me out. I wanted to know 
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why, but he just told me to get my books and 
started walking toward the end of the hall. 
As I wheeled the corner into the main 
office, I almost mowed down my sister-in-law. 
"Come on, we're going home." 
"Why,Jan?" 
He( thin, blonde-topped body started 
flowing down the stairs. I held her up while I 
slipped down the hall to let Bernie know I had 
to _leave and couldn't explain why I wasn't 
riding home with the guys. He looked puzzled, 
but since I couldn't fill him in, there was no 
sense hanging around. 
Jan and I walked quickly to Mel's '57 
Fury. She climbed in behind the wheel as I 
dumped my books in the back seat and sank 
onto the cold plastic seat covers. The car 
slowly edged from the curb, one rear wheel 
spinning on ice, the other grabbing bare 
pavement on,the opposite side. I waited a full 
five minutes before asking again what . was 
happening. She took a deep breath. Her eyes 
never left the road. 
"Bob's dead." 
The trip home continued without a 
sound. 
When we walked into the house, I could 
already hear Mom crying. Dad was standing at the 
window facing out, his left arm propped atop 
the middle sill, hand limp, the other hand 
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stuffed into the pocket of his faded gray 
workpants. Right foot covered left, as he 
"' placed all weight on one side. 
Jan joined Mom in the bedroom. Dad 
finally moved toward the dining room door, 
closed it, and eyed me into a chair. He sat 
across from me, pulling toward the Uble, and 
leaning on his elbows. 
"The State Police went to Mel's house 
first. I guess someone told them I was working. 
He was with them when they told Mom. It 
took all three of them to catch her, she went 
down so fast." 
His left ... hand groped for the bowl of 
plastic fruit on the white lace doily at the 
center of the table, snaring an apple, which he 
began to roll in his hand. 
"Bob was visiting the Shelly's in Cherry 
when he decided to cut across country to the 
Club. They tried to get him to stay, what with 
the wind and snow and all, but he wouldn't." 
The apple returned to its basket, while 
Dad clasped his hands on the table top and 
stared at them. 
"He was on a side street. They think his 
wheels got locked in an ice rut, then jumped 
out. The car went into a pipe bridge rail, 
sheared it, tipped over nose-first into an 
embankment, and slipped into a creek bed. 
There was a dent in the chrome over the 
windshield. His body was underwater, so they 
figure he was knocked out and drowned." 
Dad had just finished when the upstairs 
bedroom door opened and Grandpa started 
shuffling down. He appeared at the stairwell in 
a blue shirt and bib overalls. Veined hands 
clutched the rails on either side as swollen feet, 
first one, then the other, mastered each step. 
His blue-gray eyes first found Dad, then me, 
and completed a survey of the room as he 
joined us at floor level. Dad started up toward 
him, but an inward twitch of white brows 
replaced him as Grandpa scraped, ankles 
eternally thrust inward, toward the chair next 
to me. Moments later, he propped an elbow on 
the table, wiping a touch of saliva from the 
corner of his mouth. He repeated looks at Dad 
and I before gurgling "It must be Bob." 
Once again the tale unwound. 
We all sat awhile longer before Grandpa 
grunted up and aimed himself toward the 
rocking ch~fr in the other room. I followed: 
just in case, and sat across from him on the 
radiator. 
His face pointed out the bay window into 
the snowy surroundings, eyes obviously 
ignoring everything in their path. Dad wentto 
Mom in the bedroom, Jan left to rejoin Mel 
and the baby, and Grandpa creaked back and 
forth, head pitched slightly forward, stubbled 
jaw pulling his lips apart, but still glaring 
outdoors. Left hand over right on his stomach, 
he kept rocking, still staring, as I rose and 
stepped softly upstairs. 
My cranium nudged the headboard as I 
kicked shoes onto the floor, and swung my feet 
level. 
Should I cry? No. Guys don't cry. But 
Rich did when his Dad died. This is my 
brother, not my Dad. Besides, I didn't really 
spend much time with him or see him too 
often. 
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He's my brother. I should feel something. 
But what? .Sorrow? I didn't want him to die, 
but maybe he's better off. No alimony. No 
bills. No guessing when he'll see his kid again. 
Will I miss him? Probably not much. He 
seldom made it home, much less visit with me. 
Oh, a trip to the barber now and then, or 
consolation like "Your pimples will go away 
when you start shaving with a safety razor" 
endeared me to him, I guess, but I don't seem 
to sense a real loss. 
I tried to cry while Dad was telling me 
about it, but I just couldn't. ls there something 
wrongwith me? No emotion? 
Maybe I've been to too many wakes and 
funerals. It could be they've become so much a 
part of life that one death is exactly like 
another. Just bury them and forget. 
God that's hard hearted. 
Or is it self-centered? I've always pretty 
much gotten my way. Maybe I don't care 
about anyone else. As long as there's no effect 
on me, what do I care. 
Am I that cold-blooded? So much that 
Bob's dying doesn't phase me? 
The sounds from the bedroom had 
subsided to sniffles. Dad was still in there with 
her. I could hear Mel and Jan speaking in 
murmurs over the intercom to their house, 
with Vickie crying in the background. Grandpa 
still swayed in the rocking chair. 
The hall clock clanged 11 :30. I poured a 
glass of milk, pulled my right leg underneath 
me on the chair, and opened the newspaper on 
the table. 
Huh. LBJ's playing with the dogs again. 
~ 
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"Come on, try it." 
"No!" 
"It won't hurt you." 
"I didn't say it would." 
"Scaredy cat!" 
"O.K. I'll try it. But it better not make me 
sick!" 
She litthecigaretteforme. "Here." I held 
it tightly between the thumb and first finger of 
my right hand. 
"No, dummy. Hold it like this." 
At this point, she took the cigarette from 
me. She held it between her first and second 
fingers,_ holding it near the butt, her remaining 
fingers casually curled inward toward her 
palm. "Like this. Here, try it again." I took the 
cigarette, holding it exactly like she had shown 
me. I drew it to my lips. I crushed it between 
from 
winter 
to spring is 
3 years long 
by cathie kayser 
my lips. I inhaled, pushing out my chest, tilting 
my head slightly backwards. My th ;·oat began 
to burn; my eyes streamed tears; I started 
coughing as the white smoke came pouring out 
of my throat and nose. · I rushed for the 
bathroom. 
On the bed, Mandy sat laughing. She got 
up from the bed and walked over to the 
window. She lifted it quietly so Mother would 
not come in and want to know why we had our 
window open when it was snowing outside. 
The telephone rang. Mandy crossed the 
room again and picked it up. 
"Hello?" . .. 
"Hi, Susie!" ... 
"If I said i was-- then I am." ... 
"I don't care. What can pot-belly 
Harrison do to me? The most he can do is send 
me home." ... 
"If you don't believe me, you'll find out 
in. P.E. I bet all the guys will notice. They 
noticethingslikethat." ... 
"Yeah, I'd better get off, too. See ya!" . .. 
I was over my coughing spell now. I had 
heard this much of the conversation from the 
bathroom. Usually, I would have gone in my 
parent's bedroom and listened because I knew 
Mandy would never tell me anything. She was a 
senior, I was just a freshman. But I asked 
anyhow. 
"Why will you get sent home?" 
"Because I'm so beautiful and Baker can't 
help staring at me all the time." 
"Really? Mr. Baker?" Was there a hint of 
disbelief in my voice? 
"Yeah, older men go for me." 
"Why? I think you're pretty ugly!" 
"Go stick your head in the toilet!" 
With this I stuck my head into Gone With 
the Wind. 
The next day I stayed home sick. I think 
it might have been psychological, though, I had 
a French test that day. I was laying on the 
couch watching "Jeopardy" when the 
telephone rang. Mom went to answer it. 
"Hello?" .. . 
"No bra?" .. . 
"Yes, I'll be there as soon as I can Mr. 
Harrison." 
She put the phone back and let out one of 
her sighs. One of those devastating sighs all 
mothers seem to let out at least twenty times a 
day -- in our family, all the twenty for Mandy_ 
The telephone calls had begun almost the 
minute Mandy began school. Mother would 
answer and then say, "Yes, I 'II be there as soon 
as I can Mr. So-and-so." At first she would cry 
all the time. She would bring Mandy home 
from rllool an how later and sit on the couch 
and cry. "Amanda Lynn,what am I going to do 
with you?" Her crying never bothered Mandy, 
but seeing her cry would always get me started, 
so she finally gave it up and began her sighing. 
Whenever we would do anything wrong, she 
would simply look at us--real deep with her 
gray eyes--and heave one of those sighs. This 
always worked with me--1 felt worse than if she 
had whipped me real hard with Dad's leather 
belt. 
It's not that Mandy was a bad child; it was 
that when she was bad, she was really bad. Her 
sixth grade year she spent most of the time in 
the principal's office. The first time was 
because she wrote a love letter to one of the 
boys she was madly in love with for that day. 
He showed it to the teacher. She sat in the 
office all recess for a week. The next really bad 
thing she did was to write on the ball diamond 
in the dirt. She never would have been caught if 
it hadn't rained the night after and she hadn't 
bragged about being the one who wrote all 
those words. This time she sat in the office at 
recess and one hour after school for two weeks. 
But she didn't learn. 
An hour later Mother and Mandy walked 
through the front door. 
"Amanda Lynn, I just don't understand 
you. Young ladies wear all of their proper 
underclothes to school. If your father ever 
finds out about th is, I 'II never hear the end of 
it." 
Mandy just looked at her and then walked 
toward her bedroom. Mother let out the sigh. 
This episode was ending like all the others, no 
explanation from Mandy for her behavior, and 
Mom not really expecting any. I turned back to 
the TV where I had been watching "Secret 
Storm." 
Although Mandy was a rotten kid, she 
was the most popular person in her class. Each 
year she was elected to the Student Council and 
always was chosen the prettiest girl out of her 
class. To a lot of freshmen girls things like this 
meant a great deal. It gave them something to 
look forward to. 
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The night of the No Bra incident, Mandy 
came int~ the bedroom where I laid studying 
biology. 
"You could really be pretty if you would 
try." 
"Go away, I'm busy." 
"If you'd take your nose out of that crap 
for just one minute I might show you how to 
catch a guy." . 
"What for?" 
"What do you mean, 'What for?'" 
"Why do I want to catch a guy?" 
"Boy are you ever dumbe She left the 
room, and I continued my reading on 
mutation. 
The next night was Friday and Mandy 
had a date. I went to the early movie with three 
other girls. They didn't see too rruch of thg 
movie trying to watch all the smooching going 
on around us. 
"Wow! They've been at it for ten minutes 
straight." 
"Hey! Look Vlklere he's trying to put his 
hand!!!" 
"SSSSSSSShhhhh! ! ! ! ! Not so loud." 
They were watching a couple one row 
ahead of us to our left as if they were in the 
movie we had spent our weekly allowance to 
come see. 
"Boy, why come to the show with a guy 
when you have to fight him off the whole time 
and never get to see the show?" 
"I don't even know a guy I'd let kiss me 
for two minutes." 
"Lincoln Blair!!!!!" 
All three of them burst into gales of 
laughter at this. "Lincoln Baby!!!!" 
Lincoln was a freshman, too. He had 
bright red hair, stood five feet tall, wore 
pink-framed glasses, and still had the voice he 
had had in sixth grade. It was reported thathe 
was madly in love with me. Matter of fact, it 
was reported to me at least three times a day, 
and I tried to ignore it. 
"All right, girls!" 
We all looked up at once to see the usher 
glaring down at us. Four minutes laterwewere 
standing outside the theatre. 
"Damn!" 
"Shit!" 
"Jesus!" We always cussed when no one 
was around. Again we broke into laughing and 
turned down. the street toward home. 
That same night Mandy had a date with a 
guy from the university. This really upset my 
parents. 
"Amanda Lynn, what's wrong with that 
nice Miller boy or that cute Thompson boy?" 
"That's what's wrong with them--they're 
'nice' and 'cute.'--like a cocker spaniel puppy." 
"Well, I just don't understand why you 
have to go out with boys in college." . 
· "Boys my age are such babies!" 
"Well, I just can't understand." 
I had been in bed for some time when I 
heard our bedroom door open quietly. I 
looked at the luminous hands on the clock 
next to my bed: 1 :30. Curfew was midnight 
and absolutely no later. Mandy crossed softly 
to her dresser, carrying her loafers in her hand. 
She didn't turn on any lights. She opened the 
drawer to the dresser and took out her 
nightgown. Then she walked over to her bed 
and began to undress. 
"Where have you been?" 
"SSSSShhhhh ! " 
"Where have you been?" I asked again in 
a whisper. 
"It's none of your business. Go back to 
sleep!" 
I knew that even if I threatened to tell 
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mom and dad what time she ~ame in, she 
wouldn't tell me; so I rolled over towa_rd the 
wall and fell back to sleep. 
Mandy wasn't the type of girl to stay with 
one guy very long. Her junior year she was 
dating five guys at the same time. Whenever 
one or the other wou Id cal I while she was out 
with another, I would have to be the person to 
make up stories for her. I didn't like to lie for 
Mandy, oo finally I started making a game out of 
it. "No, I'm sorry. Mandy isn't here now. She 
flew to Washington this weekend to meet the 
President." "I'm terribly sorry. Sh€'s here, but 
she can't talk now. She's in mourning. Her 
parakeet died last night, you know." "You just 
missed her. We're out of rice so she went to 
China to see if she could borrow some." 
Needless to say, the whole thing blew up in less 
than three weekends. That's why I was 
surprised when guys would call. She would tell 
them one of her many whopping lies. Only 
now her lying was because of only one guy. 
One night I was in the bathroom applying 
oatmeal to my face. I had read in Mandy's 
"Glamour" that a paste made out of oatmeal 
and water tightened the pores and smoothed 
the texture. So now, I sat on the edge of the 
bathtub while the oatmeal hardened on my 
face. Every once-in-a-while a glob would plop 
on the front of my robe. I heard the telephone 
ring; Mandy answered it. 
"Hello?" ... 
"Yeah, we've got a date Saturday night." 
"I don't know, we'll probably go to a 
party." ... 
"Yeah, we go to college parties all the 
time. The last party we went to, this guy asked 
me if·I was twenty-one. Can you believe it?" .. 
"Oh, did I tell you what he said?" ... 
"Well, he told me that I'm the sharpest 
girl he'severgoneoutwith. I think l'vegothim 
hooked." ... 
"Jim asked you to the prom already?" ... 
"That's great!" ... 
"I doubt it. Steve doesn't like high school 
dances. He says they're juvenile. I didn't want 
to go that much anyhow." ... 
"Yeah, I'll see you tomorrow. Oh, wait! 
Have you gotten the word yet?" ... 
"Well, 1 've announced tomorrow as 
Senior Grub day. So, wear your cruddiest jeans 
and shirt." ... 
"Who cares if we get in trouble?" ... 
"O.K. Bye now." 
I heard her hang up from my perch on the 
bathtub. The oatmeal was so hard now, I 
couldn't move a muscle of my face. The phone 
rang again. "It's for you," Mandy yelled 
through the crack in the door. "It's a boy." 
I scrubbed the hardened oatmeal off my 
face around my mouth, watching the globs 
flowing in streams toward the drain. I went 
into the bedroom and answered the phone. 
"Hello?" ... 
"Uh--who is this?" .. As if I didn't know. 
"I don't want to guess." ... Who else has 
the same voice he had in the sixth grade. 
"Oh, hi Lincoln." ... 
"Yeah, it was nice out today." ... 
"No, I didn't think the English test last 
week was very hard." ... 
"No, I haven't been asked yet." ... 
"Well, I don't really know if we'll be in 
town that weekend." ... Matter-of-fact, I 
might move tommorrow. 
"Sure, I'll let you know. Bye." 
I put the phone down and plopped on the 
bed, grabbing my stuffed· tiger, Toni, to my 
chest. Amanda looked at me from her desk 
where she sat looking at a "Mademoiselle." 
"Who was that?" 
"Lincoln Blair"' 
"That skinny kid with red hair and the 
squeaky voice?" 
"Yeah." 
"What's he want?" 
"He asked me to our spring party at 
school." 
"You're not going with him are you?" 
"I don't know." 
"W~ll, if you do go out with him, you 
might as well forget about any neat guys asking 
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you out." 
"Don't trouble your pea-brain about me. 
I'm a big girl!" 
"Well, if you do, don't tell anybody 
you're my sister." 
"Don't worry, you won't get a pimple on 
your nose!" 
"Why don't you grow up?" 
A month later I was standing in front of 
the mirror, turning first one way and then the 
other. "You look fovely," Mom said while I 
stood still long enough for her to pin the 
corsage onto my dress.The dress I was wearing 
was white with daffodils speckled all over it. I 
wore yellow shoes, and I had a yellow ribbon in 
my hair. I smiled back atthe reflection smiling 
at me, trying to imagine what it would be like 
going to the prom at the high school that night. 
Mandy came in the bedroom, already 
unzipping the short red dress she had on. She 
gave me one fleeting glance as she walked to 
our closet. "I think I'll change." 
"Doesn't your little si~ter look lovely?" 
"Yeah, she looks O.K." She was now out 
of the dress and putting on black hot-pants and 
a white sweater. She and Steve were going to a 
party that night. I missed seeing her in a long 
gown which she normally would've had on at 
this time. Last year's gown had been 'turquoise, 
sleeveless, with tiny rows of lace ruffles all 
down the skirt. She wore long white gloves, 
and her hair was in a bun., at the nape of her 
neck. She looked just like a princess. 
"Why do you have that silly ribbon in 
your hair?" 
"What's wrong with it?" 
"It looks childish." 
I fingered the yellow ribbon in my hair. 
The doorbell rang. Dad called up to me, 
"Lincoln's here." I smoothed my dress and 
brushed my hair for the final time. "Good-bye 
dear, have a nice time." 
I did have a nice time. So what if Lincoln 
was a couple inches shorter and had red hair? 
He no longer wore. pink glasses and his voice 
was even beginning to change. He was really 
funny once you got to know him. 
When I got home, Mandy was already in 
bed. "Hi, did you have a nice time?" 
"Uh-huh. What are you doing home so 
early?" 
"I didn't go out. Steve called and broke 
our date. He said he was sick." 
"I'm sorry. You could've gone to the 
prom." 
"I didn't really want to go; it's too 
childish." 
I was hanging my dress in the closet. 
"What's so childish about it?" 
"Oh, you wouldn't understand." 
"O.K. I wouldn't understand. I won't 
know anything for three more years, anyhow." 
By this time, I had my pajamas on. 
"Good-night." I got into bed and turned out 
the light. I was just starting to fall asleep when I 
heard Mandy sniffing across the room. I knew 
she didn't have a cold. "Mandy, what's the 
matter?" 
"Nothing." I didn't press her, I just laid 
there staring into the dark. I heard her move 
from her bed. 
"Sis, are you asleep?" She was beside my 
bed now. 
"No." 
"I really wanted to go to the prom." 
"I know." I pulled back the covers, and 
Mandy climbed in beside me. 
"You were beautiful tonight." 
"Thanks." 
"Goodnight, sis." 
"Night, Mandy." 
J 
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Fascination 
Did I create you? Wr.y? 
You leave havoc behind! 
Your spite burns brightly 
Like spiders over a flame. 
Lend the blackness of ashes, 
For my mind screams mutely 
With the suffocating pain. 
Forget my name. 
Remove your hairy claws--
Your red eye hypnotizes mine-· 
And as you inject your poison, 
Paralyzed, I slith~r into Time. 
:.. 
by bettie jane williams 
Today's math problem is: 
Their forces have 100 men. 
If 35 are killed and 47 
wounded, how many 
soldiers are fighting? 
one. 
3 & 4 are 7 
plus 1 equals 
8. eighty-two. 
Children, we need to 
kill or wound just 18 of them .. 
to end the war. 
That is your assignment for 
tomorrow. 
Write the 2 
and carry the 
by ianice forbus 
.. 
The 
little 
boy 
-The black gnat crawls up my arm 
And bites deep at the base of a hair. 
I swat it with my hand. 
slid 
down 
the 
banister 
and 
by maude daily his 
rump. 
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T~e ~isciplinarian 
by george j. buening 
Hap pushed his chair back from the table . 
That was two good meals in a row. The cooks 
must have gotten hell or a raise. He looked 
around the refectory. Twenty-five tables. 
Almost everyone else was finished eating too. 
He looked at the head table which was on a 
platform two feet high. Father Charles and his 
two deacons were almost finished. They had a 
good view of the refectory from that perch. As 
he watched Father Charles, the priest turned 
and looked at him. Hap felt those eyes boring 
into his. He glanced quickly away. He could 
never tell what went 9n behind those eyes. 
They always had the same expression- like a 
• I hawk. Bing. One of the deacons had tapped on 
the bell at the head table. All talking ceased 
immediately, and everyone began stacking the 
dishes. A mi nut~ later Father Charles stood up. 
His six and a half foot frame looked bigger than 
ever standing on the platform. He gazed 
around the room. Thirty seconds passed. 
Nobody coughed. Nobody moved a chair. That 
--.c~--_. plate lying in the middle of the table could be 
stacked afterwards. Hap felt his breathing 
quicken. Sorrething big was up. Father Chuck 
always made the announcements for the day 
after the noon meal. When he just stood up 
there for about a minute, everyone knew he 
was just gathering his rage. Chuck took a 
breath. 
"In my fifteen years as a disciplinarian 
here I have never seen anything like it! You 
don't even expect to find this on the outside 
much less here in the seminary. My Lord! boys, 
why did you come here? I think some of you 
ought to start questioning your motives for 
being here. For seventy-six years now we have 
been turning out priests, good priests, fine 
priests. Men, today I am informed that some of 
you were caught shoplifting. Is that what you 
think these hikes are for? We try and let you 
have an afternoon of fun and freedom, and th is 
is the thanks we get." Jerry Burger, one of the 
kids sitting one side of Hap, leaned toward 
him. Who got caught?" he whispered out of the 
corner of his mouth. 
"Burger are you talking?" Chuck's voice 
cut through just as Hap was starting to say he 
didn't know. 
"No Father." 
"Were you talking?" 
"Yes Fath£:-." 
"Get out of here." 
Jerry Burger got up to leave, and as he was 
walking past the end table by the door, Al 
Commins who sat at the last table whispered to 
him, "Yes Burger, get out of here." 
"Commi'ls you can go too. And I want to 
see both of you in my room at three-thirty." 
Chuck didn't like anyone interrupting or 
distracting him when he was mad . Now he just 
stood there for a while. Hap didn't know if he 
had forgotten his speech or if he was pausing 
for suspense. He had been staring at the floor, 
but now he looked up. 
"Just today I received a letter from a 
women in Palestine, Illinois. She is eighty-four 
years old. I am going to read it to you. 'Dear 
Father, I hope everything is fine for you and 
the seminary. I am enclosing a three dollar 
donation for the seminary. I know it isn't 
much. You and the seminary are doing much 
good by raising those fine boys to the 
priesthood. The church needs them so badly. 
Use the money in whatever way you can to 
keep up the good work you are doing. 
Sincerely, Madonna Kerns.' Are these the fine 
boys we are raising to the priesthood? I don't 
k.now what to do with the three dollars. I 
sincerely thought of sending it back." Here 
Chuck stopped and looked around the 
refectory for about fifteen seconds. "There is 
going to be a lot of straightening out around 
here. You people who were involved in stealing 
they set out for Linworth, six miles away. 
"Everybody remember we have to be 
back by five-thirty," Hap yelled as about thirty 
boys broke into a run. He decided to run 
awhile too, just to get away from Jerry Burger 
and Al Commins who were always arguing or 
acting crazy. 
"Hey Big Al," Burger was saying, "I bet I 
got more money than you." 
"I 'II bet you don't. I bet I got more than 
you." 
"How much you got?" 
"Thirty-five cents. How much you got?" 
"Thirty-five cents." 
"So I win, Burger, you said you had more 
than me." 
"Yea but you said you had more than me 
too. So pay up." 
"What do you mean pay upl" Hap ran a 
little harder. 
When he got to town an hour later, Hap, 
instead of playing chaperone to the 
troublemakers in the class, avoided the group. 
The troublemakers were all farmers, and he 
wouldn't be caught dead in their company. 
Hap went into every store in that little town, 
but stayed awhile longer in one. In that store, a 
drug store, he spied a shiny pipe with a white 
bowl and a black stem. It would make a perfect 
gift for his dad's birthday. Eight dollars and 
ninety five cents. That was about eight dollars 
and sixty cents too much. But he had to have 
that pipe. He looked around. Only one lady in 
the store. She was busy with an old man buying 
a magazine. Hap ·leaned forward, grabbed the 
pipe, and slipped it insidt· his jacket. Then he 
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walked casually out except for his right arm, 
which pressed the pipe tightly to his side. Just 
like sneaking books out of the library he 
thought. He walked down the street and then 
took a good look at his prize. It was a beauty. 
He pocketed it and started to round up his 
classmates for the hike back. 
That was yesterday. Today all had gone 
well until Father Charles' speech just now. He 
must have been really upset today. He even 
forgot the prayer of thanks. After Chuck had 
given his speech and walked out, everyone else 
got up and began clearing tables. Hap sat 
yesterday, I want to see in my room right 
away. I know who you are, and heaven help 
you if you aren't there." 
Yesterday had started out well. Since 
Hap was president, the class had asked him to 
ask Chuck if they could go on a hike. In his 
after dinner announcements he had given the 
class permission to go. 
"The juniors are going on a hike this 
afternoon." All the juniors started clapping. 
"They wil I conduct themselves I ike gentlemen 
throughout the hike unlike they did last time 
when we received calls from some of the 
citizens of Linworth on their loud and 
boisterous conduct. Also, unlike they did last 
time, they will not do any hitchhiking. I want 
everyone back here by six-thirty so that will 
give you five and one-half hours from now. 
You can pick up your money from the deacons 
at the tennis courts right after dinner. I guess 
that's it. Rise for prayer.'' 
After prayer all the juniors ran to the 
tennis courts to receive their money. Every fall 
when the seminarians arrived they gave their 
real money to Father Charles, and he gave 
them plastic money for it. 
"Everybody line up in alphabetical order. 
Hap, come here." It was one of the deacons 
speaking. "Everybody's going to !}et thirty-five 
cents. 
"Thirty-five cents! I'm going to buy all 
suckers and bubblegum." That was Al 
Commins. 
"Be quiet and be thankful you get 
anything, Your parents are working hard and 
praying hard to put you through, and we're not 
letting you blow all their hard earned 
money. I have the quarters, and Hap has the 
dimes. After you've picked up your quarter 
from me, go to him, and he'll give you your 
dime. Have fun, and don't spend it all in one 
place." As soon as everyone had his money, 
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looking at the half-eaten apple he had been 
munching on before Father began talking. To 
go to Father's room would mean very probable 
explosion. No one had actually seen him take 
the pipe, and he had only shOWtl it to one 
person, Roy Buff, on the way back from 
Linworth. He wouldn't tell. After some 
thought, Hap decided not to go to Chuck's 
room. 
The next morning during ten-fifteen 
recess Hap went to the locker rooms to get his 
pipe which he had wrapped in a box to send to 
his dad. Since Chuck looked through all the 
outgoing mail, Hap would have to mail the box 
without Chuck knowing it. The only mail box 
around was the seminary mail box across the 
road which ran past the seminary. Anywhere 
on that side of the road was off sides for 
seminarians, so Hap had to be careful. The mail 
man came at ten-forty-five everyday. At 
ten-twenty Hap took his frisbee and started 
throwing it around by himself ou_t by the road. 
He got closer and closer to the road. Then once 
a gust of wind or something hit the frisbee and 
carried it across the road by the mail box. Hap 
ran to the frisbee, picked it up, opened the mail 
box, put in his package, closed the lid, put up 
the flag, and ran back across the road. By then 
it was ten-thirty and time for Latin class. 
That evening during the fifteen minute 
free period after nine o'clock study hall, a 
group of seven boys came up to Hap in the 
hallway. Frank, a tall boy from Pittsburg, did 
the talking. 
"Hap, could we see you for a second?" 
"Yea sure, what about?" 
The rest of the boys had formed a 
half-circle around Hap, who had his back to the 
wall. 
"Well, we're the guys that got caught 
lifting some stuff in town on the hike and you 
gotta help us." 
"I don't know. I'll do what I can. What is 
the trouble?" 
"Chuck's gonna ship us! He's gonna kick 
us out\" 
"You should have thought of that before 
you took the stuff." 
"Yea, but Hap you know what that 
means if we get shipped. Hell, we all wantto go 
to college, but we'll have a hell of a time getting 
in with this on our record. All we're asking is 
that you go and see Chuck and talk to him. He 
always listens to you. Just tell him we're 
willing to leave voluntarily; he doesn't have to 
ship us." 
"I don't know. I don't really think it's my 
place to tell the disciplinarian how to handle 
his problems or yours." 
"Aw come on Hap!" one of the others in 
the group pleaded. 
"If anyone would ask him, you guys 
ought to. You got yourself into this mess." 
"You know dang well he won't listen to 
us," another said. -
Then all the boys started talking at once. 
"Look you guys, I just don't think I 
should tell Father Charles how to run his job. 
I'm sorry, butthat's the way I feel,and I'm not 
going to stick my neck out by sticking my 
nose in his business. I'm sorry. It's ten-fifteen 
already so we'd better start to chapel. 
The following morning Hap noticed that 
most of his classmates were avoiding him. 
Frank and his little gang must have been 
spreading the word that Hap wouldn't help 
them. But they would be gone after 1 today 
anyway. Chuck would almost surely ship 
them. The sooner they leave the better: he 
thought. Then this whole thing could blow 
over, and he'd be back in favor with the class. 
No one spoke to Hap for the rest of the 
morning unless he spoke to them first. Then 
they just gave a short answer and found a 
reason why they should be elsewhere. He was 
glad when it was time for dinner. 
Chuck had only one announcement after 
dinner. "I would like to see Happy Brenner 
right here after paryer." With the end of prayer 
everyone else started clearing tables. Hap 
pushed through the disorder till he stood in 
front of Father Charles. 
"Hap I'd like to see you in my room at 
three-thirty." 
"O.K. Is that all?" 
"Yes that's all. I just want to talk to you 
about something." 
Hap walked out of the refectory 
disgusted with himself. What a stupid thing to 
say--'is that all'? Chuckalwayscaught_things 
like that. He surely couldn't know about the 
pipe. 
It seemed forever till three-thirty. When 
the bell rang, Hap left his Latin class and slowly 
climbed the stairs to Chuck's room and 
knocked three times on the door. 
"Come in. Oh, hello Hap, have a seat. I 'II 
be done here right away. I called you in ma inly 
to ask you your opinion about what should be 
done about those boys who were shoplifting. 
What do you think about it?" 
"Well Father, I don't know if a 
shoplifting priest could keep his parishoners on 
the straight and narrow if he can't stay on 
himself. I'd hate to see some of my classmates 
go, but I don't think we ought to have priests 
who steal." 
"Yes, I agree, but just because they stole 
once, doesn't rrean they are hardened criminals. 
We don't want priests who have never done · 
anything wrong. They wouldn't be human, and 
we already have too many priests who aren't 
human. We want those who have been slapped 
down and kicked around and who know what 
it is like to be atthe bottom. These guys are all 
from Pittsburg. Maybe they lifted a lot of 
things before they came here. Habits like this 
just aren't broken overnight. You can expect 
them to slip up once in awhile. Many priests we 
have now can't give decent advice because they 
don't understand all the sides of the problem. 
They have been mama's boys from the start. 
These seven know a lot we don't. I'm afraid 
we'd be getting rid of some fine boys if we'd let 
them go. I'm afraid I've already shipped some 
boys that would have made fine priests." 
"Yea, but just think, all the other guys 
know the trouble these boys are in. If you let 
these go, what do you think they'll dream up 
next time? What will the other boys think 
they'll be able to get away with?" 
"I've given that some thought; however, I 
believe if I ship these kids I 'lljust make heroes 
out of them. The rest of the class will be out to 
see what they can do to avenge them. It'll be a 
contest between them and me, and a lot of 
other boys could get shipped in that kind of 
contest. I believe if I let them stay, the other 
boys and the guys themselves will realize that 
I'm giving them another chance and that I'm a 
human being up here not just a machine that 
kicks people out if they cross a line. I think 
that if I ship them it would work against me 
more than if I let them stay." 
"Yea, but what's the bishop going to say 
when he finds out that you allow your 
seminarians to go around stealing? Don't you 
think he'll frown about that?" 
"The bishop is my dad, and I can handle 
him. He doesn't ever have to find out about it. 
Besides I'm not letting these boys get off scott 
free. They have to pay restitution to the stores, 
and then I've got a few projects of my own I've 
wanted to get started for some time 
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now.Thanks for talking it over with me Hap, I 
believe I've come to a decision. Oh yes, could 
you do one more thing for me?" 
"Sure." 
"Would you get somebody to round up 
those seven guys and tell them to come up 
here? I wantto talk to them." 
"O.K." 
That evening during the fifteen minute 
free period after nine o'clock study hall, a 
group of seven boys approached Hap in the 
hall. Frank was in the lead. 
"Hap, I didn't think you'd do it." 
· "Dowhat?" 
"Chuck called us in before supper and 
told us you went to see him about shipping us. 
He said he was thinking about shipping us but 
after talking to you he decided to let us stay 
on. We got to do some work for Chuck to pay 
back the store but that's nothing compared to 
getting shipped. Man! I really didn't think you 
would do it. We'd all like to say we're sorry for 
gettin' all the guys riled up against you. We're 
going to throw a party for you tomorrow 
night. We're ordering pizza and the whole class 
is going to be here to thank you. Since you'll be 
the guest of honor you get all the pizza and 
coke you want." 
The next night Hap was the center of 
attraction. The class even sang "For He's a 
Jolly Good Fellow". Later, as Hap lay in bed 
he reasoned that he realif had saved those 
boys. He had set up weak arguments that he 
knew Father Charles could easily shoot down. 
If he had pleaded with him, Chuck probably 
would not have listened. The more he thought 
of it, the surer he became. An hour later he was 
still trying to get to sleep. Too much party and 
pizza, he told himself. Finally he slept. 
Next morning after breakfast Hap r~~n~u~o1-- ~­
the stairs to Chuck's room and knocked. No 
answer. Then Hap remembered Chuck heard 
confessions on Sunday mornings. So he ran to 
chapel and since no one was there, walked into 
the confessional. 
"This is Hap Brenner, why did you tell 
Frank and those guys I got them off the 
hook?" 
"I did it to test you, my son. If you had 
not come to me before tomorrow evening, you 
would have been packing your bags. Anyone 
who can make himself believe anything against 
his conscience, doesn't belong here. But you 
would not have been leaving because of that 
alone. The day before yesterday, I went to mail 
a letter. I found a box that I had not inspected 
in there. We did not really want to steal the 
pipe did we?" 
"No Father." 
"We did not really want to see the boys 
leave did we?" 
"No Father." 
"Everytime someone slaps us on the back 
and thanks us for saving those classmates, we 
will cringe inside, won't we?" 
"Yes Father." 
"We will work doing odd jobs for Father 
Charles at ten cents an hour to pay for the 
pipe won't we?" 
"Father, that's over ninety hours!" 
"We will work doing off jobs for Father 
Charles at ten cents an hour to pay for it won't 
we?" 
"Yes Father." 
"Bow your head while I give you 
. absolution." 
"Yes Father." 
"Now get the hell out of here before I lose 
my temper!" 
"Yes Father. Father? Thanks for not 
shipping me." 
"Go in peace, my son." 
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